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Aid Forum has raised concerns over the possible detrimental effect of the Una-Helly CSR Initiative on the already weak progress on women's human
rights in the State. Description: Dum Laga Ke Haisha. Actors: Bhumi Pednekar, Ayushmann Khurrana, Babasaheb Ambedkar, Kiran Juneja, Sumukh
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the Wife, is a 2015 Indian Hindi-language drama film written and directed by Mahira Khan. It is her first Hindi film, and the first film she has starred in
since her 2010 Bollywood movie Nishabd. She began filming for the movie at her home in Mumbai, India, in November 2014, and ended production on
February 2014. The film premiered at the 2015 Toronto International Film Festival, and also has its Chinese premiere at the Shanghai International Film

Festival. Synopsis The film is about a woman named Nirja, who lives with her parents as an only child and is unmarried. Her father, a veteran IAS
officer, has been assigned to a secret job. At the train station, she meets a mysterious man who asks for help in a haunted house, and she agrees. The man

takes her to the house and reveals himself as the ghost of a man who committed suicide by hanging in the house. They then proceed to fix her father’s
device to scare away the ghost. The next night, Nirja, accompanied by her friend Raj, meets the ghost at a party and learns that she has been cursed to die

a virgin. The ghost teaches Nirja how to satisfy a man, and the next day, they meet the ghost again when they go on an adventure with her father. They
manage to solve the mystery of the ghost and return home. Cast Hindi Mahira Khan as Nirja Khan Arshad Warsi as Gangaram (as Arshad Warsi) Pankaj
Kapoor as Nandini's father Jeetendra Jassi Gill Shikha Talsania Ratna Pathak Shah Mouni Roy as Gunjan Arjun Mathur as Mukesh Supriya Pilgaonkar as
Nandini Aashish Kaul Nandana Sen as Poonam Sudhir Das Yash Gera Anang Desai Geeta Kapoor Vipin Sharma Vishnu Shivram English Anuj Sawhney

as Raj Production Filming began in October 2014 in Mumbai, India, with Mahira Khan. Release The film 3da54e8ca3
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